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DESIGN GUIDE 
 

This PowerPoint 2007 template produces an A0 

presentation poster. You can use it to create your 

research poster and save valuable time placing titles, 

subtitles, text, and graphics.  

 

We provide a series of online tutorials that will guide 

you through the poster design process and answer 

your poster production questions. To view our 

template tutorials, go online to 

PosterPresentations.com and click on HELP DESK. 

 

When you are ready to print your poster, go online to 

PosterPresentations.com 

 

Need assistance? Call us at 1.510.649.3001 

 
 

QUICK START 
 

Zoom in and out 
 As you work on your poster zoom in and out to 

the level that is more comfortable to you. Go 

to VIEW > ZOOM. 

 

Title, Authors, and Affiliations 
Start designing your poster by adding the title, the names of 

the authors, and the affiliated institutions. You can type or 

paste text into the provided boxes. The template will 

automatically adjust the size of your text to fit the title box. 

You can manually override this feature and change the size of 

your text.  

 

TIP: The font size of your title should be bigger than your 

name(s) and institution name(s). 

 

 

 

 

Adding Logos / Seals 
Most often, logos are added on each side of the title. You can 

insert a logo by dragging and dropping it from your desktop, 

copy and paste or by going to INSERT > PICTURES. Logos 

taken from web sites are likely to be low quality when 

printed. Zoom it at 100% to see what the logo will look like 

on the final poster and make any necessary adjustments.   

 

TIP: See if your school’s logo is available on our free poster 

templates page. 

 

Photographs / Graphics 
You can add images by dragging and dropping from your 

desktop, copy and paste, or by going to INSERT > PICTURES. 

Resize images proportionally by holding down the SHIFT key 

and dragging one of the corner handles. For a professional-

looking poster, do not distort your images by enlarging them 

disproportionally. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Image Quality Check 
Zoom in and look at your images at 100% magnification. If 

they look good they will print well.  
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QUICK START (cont. )  
 

How to change the template color theme 
You can easily change the color theme of your poster by going 

to the DESIGN menu, click on COLORS, and choose the color 

theme of your choice. You can also create your own color 

theme. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

You can also manually change the color of your background by 

going to VIEW > SLIDE MASTER.  After you finish working on 

the master be sure to go to VIEW > NORMAL to continue 

working on your poster. 

 

How to add Text 
The template comes with a number of pre-

formatted placeholders for headers and 

text blocks. You can add more blocks by 

copying and pasting the existing ones or by 

adding a text box from the HOME menu.  

 

 Text size 
Adjust the size of your text based on how much content you 

have to present.  

The default template text offers a good starting point. Follow 

the conference requirements. 

 

How to add Tables 
To add a table from scratch go to the INSERT menu 

and click on TABLE. A drop-down box will help you 

select rows and columns.  

You can also copy and a paste a table from Word or another 

PowerPoint document. A pasted table may need to be re-

formatted by RIGHT-CLICK > FORMAT SHAPE, TEXT BOX, 

Margins. 

 

Graphs / Charts 
You can simply copy and paste charts and graphs from Excel 

or Word. Some reformatting may be required depending on 

how the original document has been created. 

 

How to change the column configuration 
RIGHT-CLICK on the poster background and select LAYOUT to 

see the column options available for this template. The 

poster columns can also be customized on the Master. VIEW > 

MASTER. 

 

How to remove the info bars 
If you are working in PowerPoint for Windows and have 

finished your poster, save as PDF and the bars will not be 

included. You can also delete them by going to VIEW > 

MASTER. On the Mac adjust the Page-Setup to match the 

Page-Setup in PowerPoint before you create a PDF. You can 

also delete them from the Slide Master. 

 

Save your work 
Save your template as a PowerPoint document. For printing, 

save as PowerPoint of “Print-quality” PDF. 

 

Print your poster 
When you are ready to have your poster printed go online to 

PosterPresentations.com and click on the “Order Your Poster” 

button. Choose the poster type the best suits your needs and 

submit your order. If you submit a PowerPoint document you 

will be receiving a PDF proof for your approval prior to 

printing. If your order is placed and paid for before noon, 

Pacific, Monday through Friday, your order will ship out that 

same day. Next day, Second day, Third day, and Free Ground 

services are offered. Go to PosterPresentations.com for more 

information. 
 

Student discounts are available on our Facebook page. 

Go to PosterPresentations.com and click on the FB icon.  
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PLOSIVES 

FRICATIVES 

             - each token up to 3 repetitions       

                 - 2 in a carrier sentence 

                 - 1 in isolation 

                 - tokens with disfluencies 

                   discarded 

 

------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

- - segmentation based on the spectral and the sound wave information 

- - breathy proportion (br), voiceless pre-aspiration (pre), and non-pre-aspirated rise time (rt)  

were measured 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

- - rise time, the speed of the rate of change in the amplitude, was segmented manually based 

on the spectral information based on the judgement of the author 

- - ambiguous tokens not included in the analyses 

- - speakers merged because of the low number of tokens 

- - Kruskall-Wallis Rank Sum Test, Spearman’s Rank Correlation Coefficient 

------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

- PHONOLOGICAL VOWEL HEIGHT 

- - /æ/, /e/, /ɪ/; linear relationship for breathiness, pre-aspiration, rise time, and the three 

combined, but  pre-aspiration on its own shows the  clearest linearity  

 

 

-                                                                                                  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

        pre-aspiration in items in isolation 

       

      PHONOLOGICAL VOWEL BACKNESS 

- - /æ/, /ɒ/; no difference in conditioning pre-aspiration, rise time, or pre-aspiration+rise time 

duration 

- - breathiness longer for /æ/ in a carrier sentence; this holds for breathiness+pre-

aspiration+rise time  

 

- VOWEL DURATION 

- - is correlated with the duration of pre-aspiration and rise time, but weakly (r = 0.20-22) 

- - the correlation is much stronger with breathiness (r = 0.39-0.54) 

- - it follows that there are moderate correlations between vowel duration and the duration of 

breathiness, pre-aspiration, and rise time taken together; however, the major confound 

belongs to the breathy proportion 

 

- F1 - PHONETIC HEIGHT 

- - taken at the midpoint of the vowel; corrected manually based on F1, F2, and F3 values 

- - normalised (Nearey intrinsic), speakers merged 

- - four speakers analysed out of the six (90, 72, 32, 28yrs)    

- - significant results obtained for /ɪ/: positive correlation between F1 and duration of pre-

aspiration or breathiness, i.e. the lower the /ɪ/, the longer the pre-aspiration, or breathiness 

CONCLUSIONS 

- phonological vowel height conditions pre-aspiration of both plosives and fricatives 

inversely; however, for breathiness this is so only for fricatives 

- vowel duration correlates with pre-aspiration duration relatively weakly with the 

exception of one speaker (32yrs), but for breathiness this is the case only before 

fricatives 

- although pre-aspiration is shorter  

before fricatives, breathiness is  

longer before fricatives  

- on the whole, pre-aspiration in the broad sense (including breathiness) is longer 

before fricatives than it is before plosives 

- Gordeeva & Scobbie 2007 (5): “The glottal abduction is initiated earlier in fricatives (than 

in stops) relative to the formation of the supraglottal constriction (Löfqvist and McGarr 1987; 

Hoole 1999) […].”  

- the vocalic conditioning of pre-aspiration and breathiness before plosives and 

fricatives does not seem to suggest whether pre-aspiration started historically with one 

type of the obstruent or the other 

 

University of Manchester  

Michaela Hejná 

Vocalic conditioning of pre-aspiration before voiceless plosives and 

fricatives in Aberystwyth English 

Fricative /æ/ /e/ /ɒ/ /ɪ/ /ʌ/ 

/ʃ/ mash mesh bosh fish mush 

/s/ mass, ass mess loss miss, kiss, hiss fuss 

/θ/ lath death moth myth NA 

/f/ NA Jeff off if puff 

PLOSIVES 

- /æ/, /e/, /ɪ/, /ɒ/, /ʌ/ in monosyllabic and disyllabic items; /ʊ/, /ɑ:/, /o:/ in monosyllabic items 

- combined with /p/, /t/, /k/  bap, bat, back; lapper, latter, lacquer  

- each type represented by three tokens, two in a carrier sentence Say ___ once., one in isolation 

- each respondent 550-600 tokens; ABE37, who glottalises categorically in monosyllables, only 200 tokens 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

- pre-aspiration = voiceless  friction, breathiness = voiced friction in the vocalic interval; identified on the basis of the 

spectrogram and the soundwave information 

- tokens often with both pre-aspiration and breathiness; however, pre-aspiration on its own is not rare – unlike breathiness 

- Kruskall-Wallis Rank Sum Test, Spearman’s Rank Correlation Coefficient 

- breathiness on its own did not turn out to be conditioned by any of the following factors except for vowel duration, with which 

it shows fairly strong correlations on the whole (r = 0.2-0.7 depending on the speaker and context) 

 

- PHONOLOGICAL HEIGHT 

- - /æ/, /e/, /ɪ/; linear relationship 

- - /ɒ/, /ʊ/; no differences found 

 

- PHONOLOGICAL BACKNESS 

- - /æ/ - /ɒ/, /ɪ/ - /ʊ/; vowel backness does not condition  

- the duration of pre-aspiration 

- - in case of the first pair this may be because of the  

- ambiguous behaviour of /æ/  

 

- VOWEL DURATION 

- - high vowels inherently shorter! 

- - only one speaker shows consistent positive correlations between vowel duration and duration of pre-aspiration (32yrs: r = 

0.28-0.61); three speakers show positive correlations of various degrees in disyllables 

- - vowel duration could be a confound, but the correlations are not consistent and they are not always strong 

- - it seems that on the whole vowel duration is not a confound and that it is indeed vowel height that conditions pre-aspiration 

duration 

 

- F1 – PHONETIC HEIGHT 

- - is it phonetic or phonological height that conditions the duration of pre-aspiration? 

- - because of insignificant results, F1 measurements were normalised (Nearey instrinsic) and the speakers were merger 

- - more significant results  but fairly weak correlations (r = 0.11-0.23) 

- - this suggests pre-aspiration duration may be conditioned by phonological height rather than phonetic height 

 

- PHONOLOGICAL LENGTH 

- - /æ/ - /ɑ:/, /ɒ/ - /o:/ in monosyllables; all speakers pre-aspiration after long vowels (pre-aspiration does not seem to be 

moraic); for two speakers, pre-aspiration is significantly shorter after long vowels (48, 54yrs) 

 

 

INTRODUCTION & RESPONDENTS 

- Aberystwyth English spoken in Aberystwyth, mid-Wales 

- ------------------------------------------------------------------------------------ 

- a period of voiceless friction following sonorants and preceding  

voiceless obstruents 

 

Is pre-aspiration an advancing sound change in the variety, 

or indeed in Welsh English, or even in British English 

in general? 

 

- is pre-aspiration longer in younger generations? 

- is it more frequent in younger generations? 

- does it appear in more contexts in younger generations? 

 

- this poster focuses on whether pre-aspiration is more advanced before fricatives than before voiceless plosives based on  

 - duration of pre-aspiration 

 - vocalic conditioning 

 

- in Welsh English, pre-aspiration must have been present at least in 1970s  Shirley Bassey (last in Where do I begin) 

------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------ 

- 6 Welsh speaking women proficient in English, recorded in English 

- born and raised in Aberystwyth; parents of four from Ceredigion, if not from Aberystwyth itself; one parent of ABE37 from 

Wrexham; parents of ABE24 from other parts of Wales; partners often from Aberystwyth 

- 2 respondents per generation (28, 32; 48, 54; 72, 90 years) 

MEAN DURATION Plosives Fricatives 

Breathiness 18.94 34.23 

Pre-aspiration 27.32 16.36 

Rise time NA 11.28 

TOTAL 46.24 61.87 
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